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Tackling the climate crisis: EU leadership

EU targets and commitments:

- 55% reduction in net GHG emissions by 2030 
compared to 1990 levels

- Net-zero by 2050

- Roadmap to net-zero fisheries by 2024
2023 Update - global progress falls short of limiting 
global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius, risking 
Paris Agreement goals
Need: national climate action at the climate/ocean/ 
biodiversity nexus

((UNFFC. (2023), COM. (2023), COM. (2019))



Ocean as an ally in climate/ocean/ biodiversity 
nexus

• Ocean: key ally in climate action

Tackling biodiversity loss is critical for Paris 
Agreement goals
• Decarbonise the entire value chain of fisheries food 

production for just transition to zero-carbon 
practices

Adopt a systems/ecosystems-based approach that 
considers the whole life cycle value chain
• Manage fish using an ecosystem approach

• Recognize aquatic food’s role in carbon cycle and for 
food security

((UNFFC. (2023))

https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/science/climate-issues/ocean


EU fisheries in the climate/ocean/biodiversity 
nexus

• EU fleet emits ~6.94M tonnes of fuel CO2 eq 
emissions annually

• Fuel costs = up to 60% operations
• Fleet financial vulnerability without reducing 

fossil fuel dependence
• Other sources of CO2 emissions: packaging, 

transport, frozen storage…
• Unsustainable practices: deplete stocks, 

disrupt food webs, BCP, weaken ecosystem 
resilience…

• 2020 CFP/MSFD target unmet to 
restore healthy fish and shellfish stocks in 
Europe

((Bianchi et al. 2021; Stafford et al. 2021; Alma Maris-Consulting. (2023); 
EEA. (2022);(2020);(2019); EC. (2023); UNFCCC (2023)).



Funding opportunities for net-zero EU fisheries

The EU funding tools:
• The EMFAF (e.g. CLLD – bottom-up 

approach)
• Horizon Europe
• European Regional Development Fund
• The Innovation Fund
• EU Hydrogen Bank
• REPowerEU

National level support through State aid

Private investment can fill gaps
Support for: training, research, pilot projects, 
tech development, biodiversity protection & 
restoration, CFP implementation… (EC, 2022)

((EC. (2023); EC. (2014))



Funding challenges for net-zero EU fisheries:

2014-2021: 20% EMFF on SSCF, 80% on large 
fleets…

EU provides €700M-€1.3B/year fuel tax 
subsidies to fishing fleet...reduces investments 
in zero-carbon
Lack of clarity on funding costs, opportunities, 
and access pathways

Unclear policy signals and no net-zero policy 
roadmap 

((CE. (2023); OurFish. (2023); EU. (2013))

EU gains <€1.05B by cutting 

fuel tax exemptions



Guiding principles 
for funding:
Meeting societal needs within planetary 
boundaries

1) Funding criteria towards net-zero, 
sustainable fishing and nature-valuing 
+ Transition away from fossil-fuels

2) Just funding to low-impact 

3) Clear information on available funds and 
access pathways with clear net-zero policy
roadmap

4) Robust fund monitoring and reporting

((Oceana and ClientEarth, (2023))



Areas for funding support:

1) Pilot projects: sustainable, net-zero fishing + 
conservation and restoration of coastal 
ecosystems and blue carbon ecosystems

2) Robust GHG emissions tracking & reporting 
system across the value chain

3) Better implementation of existing fisheries 
regulations: EBFM approach, ending 
overfishing, sustainable allocation of fishing 
opportunities…

4) Net-zero training and education programmes

5) Zero-Energy Guidelines: sustainability criteria 
for zero-carbon energy sources

((EP. (2023); EMSA. (2023); EU. (2022))



Take home messages:

• To tackle climate-biodiversity crisis: cut 
fishing emissions + fishing impacts on 
ocean

• Funding for net-zero fisheries is available -
Act now

• Overcome challenges: clear rules, guide 
and transparent fund tracking

• Re-direct funds from destructive practices 
to a zero-carbon economy and nature 
valuation
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